
Lecture 2 

Detection of X- and gamma rays 



Basic detection techniques 

     The photon must interact  within the detector absorper material in which the 

energy deposited produces a measurable change    

     1. Chemical change (photografic film) 

- first solar X-ray observation 1948 (parachute descent) 

- pinhole camera measurement 1960 (parachute descent) 

-    Spectroheliograph  image of the Sun in EUV band on Skylab ( manned 

mission 1973) 

     

The Sun as seen with the Skylab Soft X-Ray Telescope 2-60A. May 31, 1973 



2. The prodution of electric charge (gas and 

semiconductors) 

  

3. The emission of light pulse (scintillators) 

 

4. A pair creation of electrons and positrons 

  

5. A small incease in of temperature (calorimeters) 
     

X-ray and gamma ray detectors are energy dispersive, i.e. they 

measure photon energies instead of wave lengths. 

The most essential thing for the use on a satellite-borne system is 

that  the change  should ultimately be converted into a electrical 

signal such that data can be stored on-board and transmitted to 

the ground at a later date.   



The operation of crystal spectrometers is based 

 on the concepet of wave-motion  

 
-    Bragg crystals 

-    bent crystals 

-    mirror crystals (multilayermaterials) 

-    objective crystals 

 

    The final photon detecion process is achieved with an  

    energy dispersive detctor!  

                     A detector needs to record three things: 

 
1. The photon energy (spectrum = count rate as a function of photon energy) 

2. Position of the measured photon on the detector plane (image) 

3. Arrival time (light curve = count rate as function of time) 

      An additional task is to reject spurios counts like instrumental background 



By mitopencourseware 

Dominant interaction mechanisms:  

Photon energy versus detection material 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mitopencourseware/with/3706466731/


Copyright: http://www.jpi.co.kr 

Photoelectric absorption of X-rays occurs when the X-

ray photon is absorbed resulting in the ejection of 

electrons from the inner shell of the atom, resulting in 

the ionization of the atom. Photoelectron bsorption 

is the dominant process for X-ray absorption up to 

energies of about 500 KeV. Photoelectron absorption is 

also dominant for atoms of high atomic number.  

Compton Scattering, also known an incoherent 

scattering, occurs when the incident X-ray photon 

ejects an electron from an atom and an X-ray  

photon of lower energy is scattered from the atom.  

The scattered X-ray photon has less energy and 

therefore greater wavelength than the incident  

photon. Compton scattering is important for low  

atomic number specimens. At energies of 100 KeV-

10 MeV the absorption of radiation is mainly due to 

the Compton effect.  



        PAIR PRODUCTION  OF ELECTRONS AND POSTRONS   

 

-photon energy must be freater than 1.02 MeV, i.e. 2 x me 

-interaction material must be heavy, i.e. high Z (Ta Z=73, tantalum)                          



Photon counter (Geiger-Mueller detector) 
-dead time 50 – 100 s 

-Ar or He + 10 % quencihng gas  methene CH4 tai ethyl alcohol C2H5OH 
 

GAS DETECTORS 



Generation of the secondary charge in the gasd detector 

Avalance 

Entrance filter 

Electric field E 

(high voltage) 

across the 

anode and 

cathhode. 

 

 

(-) Cathode 
Gas pressure p  

The detector gain depends on the gas mixture, gas pressure, electric field force  

and detector dimensions.  

(+) Anode 



Operational modes of a gas detector 

Signal versus energy resolution 

N = h / E/

N is number of 

electron-ion pairs 

 is mean pair 

creation energy 

E is photon energy 

2 = FN 

 is variance in N  

F is Fano factor 

If measured energies 

are equal to N the std 

in N is . Hence the 

peak spectrum is 

  

E = 2.35( FE)1/2

(An ideal case, i.e. 

Fano limited resolution) 





Basics of the operation of a semiconductor Si PIN detector 

Structure of a single pixel Si PIN diode 

Signal formation of a single pixel Si PIN diode 

A 

D 

PHA spectrum 

of 512 channels 

THE CHARGE  

IS BASICALLY READ 

SIMILARLY WITHIN  

GAS  DETECTORS ! 



DERIVATION OF THE FWHM  REPRESENTING THE ENERGY RESOLUTION 



Energy resolution as a function of noise, i 



Energy resolution is always worse than Fano limited, because of several 

noise sources, like 

- thermal noise 

- pre-amplifier noise 

E = 2.35( FE + 2)1/2

The real energy resolution formula includes all the internal and external noise  

components  as quadratically summed with the Fano limted factor 



Si: 0.115 

Ge: 0.13 

GaAs: 0.10 

Diamond: 0.08 

Ar (gas): 0.20  

Xe (gas): 0.13 to 0.29 

The Fano factor is material specific. Some theoretical values are:  

Measuring the Fano factor is difficult because many factors contribute to the 

resolution, e.g. temperature and measured photon energy, but some 

experimental values are: 

 

Fano factors of gases: 

Fano factors of semiconductor naterials: 

The Fano factor F quantifies the deparature from the Poisson  

statistics. The electron hole pair creation is not completely  

independent statistical process. The energy loss of a photon is also delivered to  

lattice vibrations, i.e. phonons.  In practice, the 

Fano factor enhances the intrinsic energy resolution. 



Proportional Counters 

The measured photon energy is linearly proportional to the voltage detected 

on the andode.  

Conversion process: photon energy -> primary electrons (n e-) -> secondary 

ionization + avalance (= gas multiplication)  -> measured charge Q = N e- on the anode 

 -> Voltage U = Q /C at the pre-amplifier -> A /D conversion (digital read out electronics) 

 -> PHA (Pulse Heigth Analyser) spectrum 

  

The gain of the gas detector depends on the following factors: 

-  voltage across the anode and cathode 

-  geomtrical dimensions, e.g. the distance between anode and cathode, 

   the size of the anode (cathode) wire diameters -> electric field (E) 

-  gas pressure and gas mixture, e.g. guenching agent 

Noble gases (Ar and Xe) are the main components of a chamber gas. 

Classical gas mixtures for proportional counters are P10 (90% Ar+ 10% CH) and 

”magic gas” mixture: 75% Ar + 24.5% isobutane + 0.5% freon.  

DME (Dimethylether) and CO2 are used as a quenching gas in postion sensitive 

MWPCs to enhance the drift velocity of ions. 

 

 



RXTE (Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer) PSA (Propotional Counter Array) 

Energy range: 2 – 60 keV 

Energy resolution at 5.9 keV: < 1000 eV 

Time resolution: 1 s 

Spatial resolution: collimator with 1o FWHM 

Number of detectors: 5 

Collecting area: 65000 cm2 

Sensitivity: 0.1 mCrab 

Background:  2 mCrab 

One Crab is a standard candle in the 

X-ray astronomy: 

1 Crab equals ~3 photons per second  

per square centimeter in the energy 

range between 1 keV and 10 keV.  



Detector sensitivity related to the minimum detectable flux during a background 

Dominated observation 

source flux:  [Fmin] = ph/cm2/s/keV = [BI],  diffuse backgound flux: [j] = ph/cm2/s/keV/sr 

 

Very  weak point source: NS << NBG                                   [AS] = cm2 , phons collecting detector araea 

NS = QE ASFmin t E                                             [AB] = cm2, total detector area        

                                                                                                                        [QE] = counts/photons 
 

NBG = NI + Nsky        NI = BI AB t E       Nsky = j QEAS t E  
 

Poisson statistics: NS = (NBG)1/2 = BG = (NI + NSKY)1/2 

 

S/N = NS / NS = NS / (NB)1/2  = QEASFmin t E / [BI AB t E + j QE AS t E ]1/2= n ,  n = 3  99.8 

% 

 

-> Fmin = 3[(BI AB QE2 A2
det t E + j QE Adet t E  

          Methodes to minimze the lowest detectable flux, i.e. Increase the sensitivity: 

1. Integrate longer, i.e. increase t  

2. Observe narrow band, i.e. decrease E 

3. Limit aperture size by decreasing the solid angle of the sky seen by the detecor, i.e.  

      use focusing optics with large collective area AS 

4. Reduce instrument background (BI), i.e. use anticoincidence photon rejecton and  

5. minimize the detector area AB 

6.   Enhance the quantum efficiency QE in the range of E, (QE =0,...,1) 



Position sensitive Proportional Counter 

1D-postion can be determined with a resitive carbon coated quartz anode wire  

R is the total resistance of the wire. Hence the current signal at the ends of the resitive  

wire are ia and ib ,  i = ia+ib          Raia = Rbib        Ra =(x/L)R and Rb =(1-x/L)R  

-> ia / i = ib/(ia+ib) = x/L 

2D postion sensitivity can be achieved by stacking one anode and two cathode wire  

meshes orthogonally and each wire is separately connected to the pre-amplifier at  

the both ends. 



Multiwire Proportional Counter 
 

NOTE! GAS DETECTORS DO NOT BREAK DUE TO THE COSMIC 

HIGH ENERGY PARTICLE  BOMBARDMENT. 



Detector Quantum Efficiency QE 

Detector QE depends on the following factors: 

1. Filter materials and respective thicknesses of the filters 

2. Detector material and respective thickness of the detector 

3. Photon energy, i.e. massattenuation cofficients are energy dependent (h ) or  

     (E),  where E = h is  a photon energy 

 

QE(h ) = AdetTfil =(1-Tdet)Tfil = [1-exp(- detxdet)] exp( ixi), where denotes  

mass attenuation cofficient and x is the material thickness (filters/detector). 

XSM QE-curves at different off-axis angle.  

Dimensions of  the X-ray Solar 

Monitor (XSM): 

Si 0.5 mm, detector 

PI 0.25 m filter 

Al 0.1 m cathode + filter 

Si dead layer 0.1 m 

Be 25 m main filter 



Massattenuation coefficient  (E) for calculating Quatum Efficiency QE: 



The QE curve determines the applicable operational energy for range of 

the detector 

 

Filters and inactive layers determines the lower energy limit and the active  

detector volume thickness determines the upper operational energy limit. 

The performance of the detector readout electronic also have an effect on the 

 operational energy range. 

Operation of  X-ray CCD detectors 

The major difference between  the operation of an optical and X-ray CCD is 

that X-ray CCD is optimized to record only one photon per one pixel during 

each integrayton. If two photons with energies of E1 and E2 are recorded in the 

same pixel during integration, the recorded energy would be erraneous of E1 +E2 

The spectral information is lost in this case. X-ray CCDs are operating in a single 

 photon counting mode. Hence the readout time and frame (integration) time must 

be tuned according to the source count rate.  

 

 



The optimum readout time versus frame time is the triangular area enclosed by the blue 

 lines a, b and c. Small values of readout time introduces higher noise and longer readout 

time results image smear, i.e. photons are recorded during the charge transfer. Frame  

time values above the line c limited by the source inensity yield an unacceptably high 

probability of collecting two or more photons in the same pixel. The plot above illustrates 

time relation related to the X-ray CCD operation at a 50 kHz readout rate with the area of 

1 cm2. 

The probability for recording two or more photons per 

 pixel per frame time at a mean rate F (=Nt). Random 

arrival time of photons is a Poisson process with a  

Probability of  

                P(2,3,...)=1 – P(0) -P(1) 

                P(0)=F0e-F/0!  

                P(1)=F1e-F/1!  

                P(2,3,...)=1 – e-F– F1e-F 

                P(2,3,...)=1 – (1 +F)e-F 

                                

Example. Frame time t= 2 s and count rate is  

N=0.2 ph/s, hence F=Nt=0.4,   

P(2,3,...)=1-(1-0.4) e--4≈ 0.06 = 6% 

                  

 

 



CCD QE-curves 

back illuminated 

bront illuminated 

FI with deep  

depletion layer 

CCDs have a 

poor sensitivity  

above 10 keV. 

The operation of the focal plane X-ray CCD at high count rates, e.g. applied in Solar  

X-ray telescopes, requires different observing methodes. The single photon counting  

mode will not be possible anymore. Hence the broadband spectroscopy is achieved with  

the aid of separate filters (filter wheel). 





SCINTILLATORS 

Basic detection concept 



Dictates how the  

scintillaton light  

should be detected 

Efficiency Fast operation Stopping power 

BGO: Bismuth germanium oxide , chemical formula Bi4Ge3O12  

CaF2(Eu) or calcium fluoride doped with europium 

LSO or lutetium oxyorthosilicate (Lu2SiO5): 

NaI(Tl) or sodium iodide doped with thallium 

CaF2(Eu) or calcium fluoride doped with europium 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bismuth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Germanium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcium_fluoride
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europium
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lutetium_oxyorthosilicate&action=edit&redlink=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sodium_iodide
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thallium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calcium_fluoride
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europium


















PASSIVE SHIELDING 



Z    element   K -line         structural thickness        (50 keV) (500 keV)                              

82 Pb           84.9 keV        0.2 cm                           50 cm -1             2.0 cm-1 

30 Zn             8.6 keV        0.1 cm                           40 cm -1             0.5 cm-1                                

29 Cu             8.0 keV        0.1 cm                           15 cm -1             0.6 cm-1  

 

Transmission of 50 keV photons:   I = I0e
-0.2x50 e-0.2x40 e-0.2x15 = 2x10-7x I0 

Transmissionion of 500 keV photons: I = I0e
-0.2x2 e-0.2x0.5 e-0.2x0.6 = 0.6x I0   Attenuation is only 

 40%!  90% attenuation would require 1 cm thick lead wall or thicker. Shielding would be very 

 heavy. 





Graded shielding is made of a gold coating 

prevemts the fluorescence emission from  

the inner capsule surface  during great 

off-axis angles (BC SIXS).  

 



Active shielding, i.e. veto detectors against omnidirectional  

particle bobardment 

The primary gammaray detector made of inorganic scintillation material is  

surrounded by fast and particle sensitive plastic (organic) veto-detectors. 



Compton telescope 



Operation principle of a Compton telescope: 

1. Gammaray photon scatters in the Detector 1, where the scatterd electron energy 

      Ee (E1) and its location are measured by PMTs (Photo multyplayer Tubes). 

2. The scattered photon energy Ef  (E2) and its location are  measured by PMTs in the  

      detector 2. 

Event circle 



3.   The Compton cone angle  indicating the source postion in the sky  

      can be defined according to the Compton formula. 

Energy of the scattered electron:  Ee 

Ei = Ef + Ee 

1/Ef – 1/Ei= 1/(mec
2)[1 - cos( ) ], where me is the electron mass 

 

->  = arccos{1 + mec
2[1/(Ef + Ee) - 1/Ef ]} 

 

Each recorded photon generates a separate event circle in the sky and the final 

position of the source is determined with the aid of differnts intersections of event 

circles.  



COMTPEL SPECIFICATIONS: 

D1: 7 modules of liquid scintillators NE213A 

D2: 14 modules of Na(Tl) scintillators 

Energy range: 0.8 – 30 MeV 

Energy resolution: 5 – 8 % ( E/E = 0.05 -> 

E = 0.8 MeV 0.05 = 40 keV) 

Effective area: 20 -50 cm2 

Angular resolution: 1.7o – 4.4o  

Field of View (FOV): 1 sr 

Minimum point source detectability of two 

week observation at 3  confidence level:  

1.6 x 10-4 erg cm-2 s-1 at 1 – 30 MeV 

 

Weight: 1460 kg 

Dimensions: 2.62 m x 1.76 m 

Power: 206 W 

Telemetry rate: 6125 bit/s 

Time resolution: 0.0125 ms 
 

 

The CGRO (Compton Gamma Ray Observatory 

1991 – 2000, NASA) 



Pair creation telescoppe 

High energy gammaray photon is materialized into electron- 

positron pair in the upper most stack of high Z materail,  

e.g. Tantalum. 

The 3D trajectories of the electron and positron are determined 

inside the spark chamber. 

Intermediate NaI(Tl) scintillators detectet the e- and e+ before 

their final energies are measured in the lower scintillator stack   

made of also of NaI(Tl)  

Simplified operation of EGRET gammaray telescope on-board CGRO 

EGRET (Energetic Gamma Ray experiment Telescope) 

The whole detector is covered 

with an anicoincidence shield 

made of plastic scintlator. 



Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) 

On April 5, 1991, the 17 ton Compton Gamma Ray 

Observatory was carried into orbit by the space 

shuttle Atlantis. After a flawless lift off from Kennedy 

Space Center, Atlantis deployed the sophisticated 

satellite observatory, in an orbit 450 km above Earth 

(NASA).  

Artwork of the re-entry of the CGRO satellite through the  Earth's 

atmosphere. The CGRO was de-orbited in June 2000 through a  

controlled re-entry after the failure of one of its gyroscopes, which provide  

information on position and speed. Large portions of the satellite were  

vapourised as it passed through the atmosphere. The remaining debris  

fragments landed safely in the Pacific ocean. 

Credit: CHRIS BUTLER/SCIENCE PHOTO LIBRARY 

http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/cgro/cgro/deploy.html
http://www.sciencephoto.com/media/323542/enlarge




OPERATION PRICIPLE OF BRAGG CRYSTALS 

Reflection from successive crystal planes (Bragg condition): 

The difference in length of the two paths A1-B1-C1-F and A2-B2-C1-F must be 

equal C2-E.    

C2E/C1E = sin C d sin  = n , where n is an integer number, i.e. 

order of diffraction  and d is the crystal lattice spacing. 



  
The reflection of  X-rays from a crystal lattice follows the Bragg’s law, 

and therefore the name Bragg spectrometer is usually given to the 

device with this kind of reflection grating. 

Here the macroscopic shaping (grooves) of a metallic plate, which is 

used in longer wavelengths, is replaced by a material with regular  

lattice structure of atoms (crystal material). The reflection takes place  

by the same principle as from a macroscopic lattice, leading to a  

wavelength-dispersed output from a white light input.   

The lattice of the crystal forms a 3-dimensional diffraction array which 

reflects X-rays of wavelength  within a narrow range of wavelength  

satisfying the Bragg condition  

 

  n  = 2d sin     , n =1,2,3,... (order of diffraction) 

 

where d is the crystal lattice spacing. 

In practice, order n=1 is used.  

 

Incident X-rays 

reflected 

 X-ray 
Detector 

 d  



The crystal material used in Bragg spectrometers is usually Si, Ge 

and quartz. 

Spectral resolution of a Bragg spectrometer: 

 

Range of   /     100 – 10000, typically of the order 1000. 

 

Example:  Bragg spectrometer resolution at 10 keV with  

/  =1000    -> E/E = 0.001 -> E = 0.001E = 10 eV at 10 keV 

 

NOTE THAT E = 200 eV at 10 keV  for semiconductors  and 350 eV 

 for gas detectors 

The crystal materials used in objective crystal spectrometers are  

usually graphite and lithium fluoride (LiF). 



 Dispersing elements – Bragg Crystal spectroscopy 

 

The configurations of a Bragg spectrometer can be the following. 

 

A. Mosaic crystal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Flat Crystal 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Curved crystal 

 

high efficiency 

telescope 

mosaic crystal 

X-ray image detector 
1   2 

focal plane 

flat crýstal 
cylindrical mirror 

virtual focus 

X-ray mirror 

curved crystal 

detector 

the incident 

beam encounters 

microcrystals  

with a range of  

orientations 



 Advantage of Bragg crystals 
 

- High spectral resolution achieved with a classical 

        technique, and well understood response 
 

Disadvantages of Bragg crystals 
 

- Has to scan (make a series of exposures) for a spectrum with 

 a range of energies (wavelengths)  slow  

-  Low overall sensitivity  requires large area 

- Mechanism for scanning needed, which is a potential risk in 

 a space device (mechanisms tend to get stuck) 

- A Bragg disperser in front of telescope aperture may also be 

 a hazard for other instruments in the same focal plane, if the crystal gets 

stuck to the measurement position, obscuring direct light from optical 

axis direction. 

-      Background florescence emission from the grating itself contanimetes the 

line spectrum and must be there for reduced. 



Diffraction gratings 



                                    

 
Ordinary diffraction gratings can also be used from from long wavelengths 

up to soft X-rays (< 1 keV, in practice).  

 

The grating equation is  

 

  n  = (1/N)  (sin  - sin ),  n = ...,-1,0,1,... (order of diffraction) 
 

where N is the grating constant (lines/cm),  is the diffraction angle and  is  

the angle of incidence. For X-rays this is usually rearranged in form valid for 

small angles   
 

  n  N =   - 
 

There are two geometries usually applied in X-ray optics, 

1. Conventional Johann mount geometry 

2. Curved grating producing a line image 

X-ray mirror focal plane 

grating 

detector 

curved grating 
focal plane 

n=0 

n=1 



 Dispersing elements – Diffraction gratings 

 

 
The largest practical value for N is 10000 lines/cm, and  

 

for  = 10 Å (E 1.24 keV), we obtain    - o  = 0.001 rad (3’) 

 

in first order diffraction. This is typically the shortest wavelength for which it  

makes sense to use diffraction gratings. 

 

The theoretical resolving power of a grating is  

 

   /  = N l,    where l is the width of the grating and  /  = 1/(1/N) = Nl, 

 

which means that the resolving power is just the number of grooves for an 

ideal diffraction grating. For practical reason (width of grating is of the order  

of 10 cm) the maximum theoretical resolving power is of the order of 100000. 

l 



  
 The theoretical resolving power can never be achieved in practice, since the  

optics has a limited angular resolution. With an angular resolution , the  

limiting wavelength resolution for X-rays is 

 

    /   = (   - o) /  = N n  /  

 

  is of the order of arcseconds, and therefore the practical resolution for 

1 keV X-rays is approximately 100.  

 

 Comparing the resolution of diffraction gratings (DG) with that of  

Bragg crystals (BC), it can be seen that for diffraction gratings, resolution  

improves with increasing wavelength so that around 50-100 Å  resolution 

of a DG exceeds that of comparable BC. 

 

 Comparing other properties, DG is more sensitive in that it disperses a range 

of wavelengths simultaneously, allowing the use of position sensitive (imaging)  

detectors to record a broad spectrum  instead of a single wavelength at a time. 



CORONAS-F (Russian) RESIK bent crystal Bragg spectrometer solar spectra 

Operational wave lenght range: 3.3 – 6.1 Å  (  2 – 4 KeV) 

J.Sylwester et al: 



RESOLVING POWER (SPECTRAL RESOLUTION)  

Ability to resolve two overlapping lines. 


